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Abstract 
 
Independent vehicular clouds require substantial end-to-end communication 

to become an intelligent transportation system. Though, safety and secrecy 

disputes are still enormous encounters in autonomous vehicular clouds 
system. Vehicular Ad hoc (VANET) network has turned out to be an 

unindustrialized and emerging focus of many researchers. Therefore for 

instituting consistent end-to-end communication routes, seamless way of data 
encryption is necessary for having proficient data transfer. VANET on the 

other hand have network concerns with dissimilar networks, therefore 

pervasive connectivity and measure to overcome security threats in wireless 

units is of primary concern. By this paper, an end to end authentication and 
location based key management for secure communication is proposed. The 

proposed scheme makes use of VANET architecture and effectively manages 

authentication over vehicular cloud by overcoming liability in the secure 
communications. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Continuous growth of vehicular communication for attaining 

autonomous system using intelligent vehicular communication has opened 

eyes of many researchers [1]. The automated lifestyle of human beings had 
increased the demand to put forth hassle free vehicular technologies in 

public. The private vehicles on roads therefore manage to avoid traffic and 

situations leading to inter vehicular communication without disturbing the 
current traffic condition and road condition. Therefore, to accomplish such 

traffic conditions, Mobile Adhoc Networks (MANETs) is proposed and 

extended to vehicular technology called as Vehicular Adhoc Networks 

(VANETs) [2]. Thus intelligent transport system (ITS) over global coverage 
on the public transportation is developed to assist drivers in current driving 

mode. On the other hand evolution of technologies using electronic gadgets 

embedded in ITS should overcome traffic congestion in all possible traffic 
conditions [3].Such real time implementation will have greater impact on the 

information that has been communicated with neighboring vehicles or may 

lead to loss or delay of information in wireless network. Therefore such 
maneuver of real-time date over wireless networks is necessarily a tedious 

task [4]. Henceforth loss or delay of end-to-end data communication will 

lead to panic threats and accidents in road transportation. VANET is solitary 

of the best projecting and thought-provoking zone in motorized cultures and 
likewise an important constituent of ITS to mend protection, proficiency and 

curtail traffic congestion [5].With respect to the above concerns, VANET 

provokes encounter in view of safety and secrecy as the information being 
transmitted in an open access environment where loss or delay of data is 

confronted. Conversely, the demand to protect reserved data of car driver is 

the need of the day [6].Hence forth security requirements out to be focused in 
VANET for ensuring data integration, security and transmission over public 

space. This paper mainly focuses security risk in vehicular network 

particularly on accessibility of network. Information shared over public 

network requires features like reliability and privacy, which are attained by 
node-to-node authentication scheme. Location Based Key management for 

VANET system not only increases the security of the data transmission but 

limits the effect of traded off node inside the region and encourage the 
foundation of pair wise keys between neighboring nodes [7]. 

 

2 Problem Statement Based on Literature 
 

Although there are many research works related to the autonomous 

vehicular technology using VANET architecture, hierarchy of problems are 
sorted to develop a novel scheme for ensuring unwavering quality and 

protection of VANET system. This will certainly ensure security of data by 

keeping aggressors from damaging and imperiling the system. 
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From the year 2007 to 2010 there were only minimal vehicular model 

studies. The studies were on the rally related to robustness in connection, 

stability of cluster during connection establishment, protocol to determine 
vehicular density on certain road and stability of link. But each of the 

dissertations has many critics such as applicability of technique within 

minimal data, distributed and mobility adaptive clustering (DMAC) has its 

own disadvantage like cluster update before moving to newer cluster, 
unidirectional performance and under traffic loads the nodes selection is a 

failure and cluster based directional routing protocol (CBDRP) proves to be 

preliminary results and fails to present scientific evidence [8]. 
The data and results presented from the year 2011 onwards there were 

consistent methods that speak about stability in connection as proposed by 

Ahmad et al. [9]. GuerreroIbáñez et al. content airs the applicability of 
VANET in fixed environment and under dynamic constraints practical 

difficulties may happen [10]. P.M. Khilar et. al survey gives the need of 

security protocols in dynamic conditions and real time blueprint [11]. 

Following the previous author W.Liang et al. discussed about trends and 
challenge of automated vehicular technologies in selection of their own 

communication path [12]. Zeadally et al. analysed communication overhead 

issues and found shared key access had got radically reduced. 
Thus this scheme can guarantee integrity and authentication of messages 

without being lost on the line of communication. From the results it is found 

that, the scheme fails to find the least communication path for information 

exchange, hence it confront problem in communication [13]. Jin Jia Chang et 
al. made specific changes in data transmission with one way cipher without 

any encryption of data. Thus the scheme fails to ensure data integrity as the 

data being lost due to low life span of sleep mode [14]. Bency Wilson et al. 
overcome the above the drawbacks using distributed key management 

scheme. Here identity based encryption reduces storage space of data and 

reduce communication cost, but fails to minimize cluster space [15]. 
Whereas Bilal et al developed a multidimensional location based approach 

that reduces interference in network by end to end authentication. Even 

though the scheme provides encrypted data in the end, the communication 

space is jammed with higher data packages and space, hence slowing the line 
of communication [16]. 

Meriem Houmer et al. regarded the rational attackers who lead the attack 

in case of vehicular networks particularly on accessibility of network. This 
scheme leads to over consumption of energy on the nodes because of 

attackers in the network and insecure cryptographic keys [17]. On the above 

aspects location based key management system is implemented to reduce 
packet drop and overhead communication losses. In the end the utmost need 

of the VANETs security protocol is protected for data integrity. 

 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/2046663744_Bency_Wilson
https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/2046663744_Bency_Wilson
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3 Domains of Vehicular Communication 
 

To illustrate the schemes of development of vehicular communication in 

real world entity, it is basically classified into three categories; 1) In-vehicle 
domain 2) Infrastructure domain, 3) Ad hoc domain. Classification 

establishment on the VANETs susceptible to attack and data over rides [18]. 

Here infrastructure attack is found to be severe with respect to loss of routing 
leading to incorrect location. The in-vehicle scheme acquire on board unit 

(OBU) damage leading to the loss of procedures adopted in traffic 

management, where the attack could be severe in terms of physical accident 
[19]. In the last routine of ad hoc domain the information passed over 

wireless network is override by third party attackers and illegal alteration is 

of higher risk. The summary of the attacks in the various domains are 

preciously presented in figure 1 
 

 
Figure 1: VANET architecture and domains 

 

4   Architecture of the Proposed System and Cloud Model 
 

The proposed scheme overrides the deficiencies of above domains and 
makes use of location centric key management techniques published in figure 

2. Architecture of VANET is compromised with location based key 

management so as to authenticate the data in both ends in encrypted form. 
This architecture comprises of radio frequency front end to receive data and 

direct to Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO) block to generate offset values for 

the data being sent over network. Thus guard intervals are removed to ensure 

that distinct transmissions do not interfere or overlap with one another. After 
the process the sequence of information is registered using Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) and Location Based Key (LBK) estimates the channels 

over which the data is transposed to the receiving end.  
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The data are received in pattern with the aid of de-constellation part and 

under single clock speed the datum are synchronized. The VITERBI 

algorithmically find the most possible sequence of the pattern and forward 
the sequence to descrambler. The transposed states of the information 

received in sequence are re- inverted with respect the original state without 

dynamically disturbing the offset of the carrier frequency. Hence the safety 

of information is observed without compromising data reliability. Therefore, 
alteration of data by the third party is not allowed as the FFT algorithm and 

descrambler only know the sequence or patter at the information is 

transposed and extracted. 

   
Figure 2: Proposed architecture of VANET for intelligent transportation 

 

5 Cloud Model Using LBK and Security of Ad Hoc Scheme 
 

Information related to location is given supreme importance in schemes 

related to sensor key network. Whereas key management denotes 

cryptographic key management in communication over public network 
where no user is restricted from network access [20]. The different types of 

key management techniques are presented in figure 3 for understanding the 

hierarchical benefits networks with autonomous system. 

 
Figure 4: Location based key (LBK) management for end-to-end data 

communication 
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The ultimate work in location based key management (LBK) to ensure 

generation/ reception, scrambling/ de-scrambling, storing/ retrieving, 
shredding/ replacement of keys. Successful key administration is essential to 

the security of a cryptosystem. The situation stands appalling on the facets of 

transportation interactions/coordination between all vehicles in the vicinity 

when put in to automated space. The figure 3 represents the LBK scheme 
adopted in the present system for establishing a practice of encrypted data 

transfer at both the ends of network. 

The LBK scheme presented in figure 4 senses the position of nodes (A-
B-C) within the transmission vicinity of authentic link. The legitimate 

sensors define the actual range of the vehicles and could transfer data within 

the range of security [21]. At out of range (adversary path) and duplication of 

data is at high risk, therefore channel will be established out of the scope and 
sequence of patter is not generated for such ranges. With respect to the above 

scheme the data is within the security range and cryptographic keys are 

attached over the wireless protocol [22]. 
 

6 Benefits of Adhoc  
 

The chief advantage of using ad hoc scheme is to give awareness to 

drivers on the road topologies. Also the destination reach could be more 

efficient in terms of finding the shortest routes and establish connection with 
vehicles and infrastructure. It minimizes the energy of the nodes, in the better 

way the duplication of the routes and vanity of link out of the vicinity is 

avoided [23]. The road side unit assisted of named data network has identical 
range as that of vehicle. Here the transmission trip radius assumed to be „R‟  

and for average round trip the data packets are sent to nodes of minimum 

hopping „H‟ . If the requester is at a radius of „r‟  and k
th

 being the requester 

where the reserve range or distance is assumed to be between the sender and 
road side assisted unit (RSU). The quantity of nodes and space between the 

data sender and requester is x and nXR. The maximum number of events 

happening within the range R is given by event mapping, E1 as the function 
of H, n, K, x. The randomness of distance between the sender and requester 

be P as the function of x, N, n and K. Every vehicle prepared to conduit 

message produces a call message request with its node id vid and 
transmissions it to the base node within the range R. The RSU ensure the 

onset value mthreshold of message controller and also enquire text rate for 

picking the newer node without delaying the packet in the realm of 

transmission. It is obvious that every zone controller is connected to the RSU 
of identical vehicle and time tr. If there is any delay in finding alternative 

nodes, the controller will connect with the base station of the cluster and 

update the information in nearer zones hence bypassing the route obstacle 
[24-26]. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crypto-shredding
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7 Adhoc Scheme Using Location Based Ant Colony 
Routing Algorithm (LOSANT) 
 

Premier technique for finding nearest routes using pheromone or network 

nodes is Ant colony optimization (ACO). The Location Based Ant Colony 
Routing Algorithm [27] is additionally found in ACO, and it can discover the 

optimal else virtually optimal routes as displayed in figure 6. 

Define parameters,  

instate pheromone trails While (end condition not met) do Construct 
 Arrangements 

Apply 

 Local Hunt Update Paths 
End of Execution [28] 

 

 
 
Only after confirming the route along the starting point and ending point, 

the data set is send. Hence, delivery rate of the subsequent packet is achieved 

in every node by keeping the time as minimum. Equations 1 and 2 [28] give 
the concentration of nodes and rate of change of information when passed 

from node 1 to node 2. This particular practice remains dedicated on 

operational direction-finding and evades avoidable packet depreciation. 
The node density is the indication of the utilization of this control. 

         (1) 

In ACO algorithm and changes  the quantity of edge  when 

node  to node  as follows: 

                           (2) 
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8   Privacy, Security and Safety 
 

In VANET, protection and security issues have become particularly 
serious, because any resistance efforts will cause potential danger to traffic 

and human lives. For example, fake messages can cause traffic interference 

and fatal misfortunes. A portion of the security and protection concerns 
identified with ITS talked about. Security conventions for vehicular systems 

must consider their particular qualities, for example, high portability and 

prerequisites, for example, trust (vehicles ought to probably confide in the 

got messages), flexibility (for impedance), and effectiveness (e.g., capacity to 
validate message progressively). In addition, protection consideration include 

saving confidentially in order to avoid or rely on untrusted parties that rely 

on vehicle communications to provide vehicle certificate. In any case, 
correspondent security instruments by and large come at the expense of 

corrupted correspondence execution. 

Procedure 1 Start grouping process 

1: if (Λ (t) is null)||(Λ(t) members ∈ other clusters) then 

2: CIDtmp ← v i .id 

3: send Instate Cluster (CIDtmp) 

4: stop if 
Algorithm 2 CH competition and determination 

1: if v j ∈ Γ (t) then 

2: On Receiving Instate Cluster (CIDtmp) 
3: v j .CID ← CIDtmp  

4: v j .Suitability ()            //with respect to its r-neighbours that ∈ Γ(t) 

5: v j .Twait ← v j .Defer Time ()      //calculate the waiting time 

6: while v j .Twait > 0 do 
7: if Form Cluster (CHid) is received then 

8: if received CHid ∈ Γ(t) then 

9: Stop Competition ()  
10: Process Form Cluster (CHid) 

11: stop if 

12: else 

13: Decrease v j .Twait 
14: end if  

15: end while 

16: v j .STATUS ← CH 
17: CHid ← v j .id 

18: v j .CID ← CHid 

19: Send Form Cluster (CHid) 
20: end if 
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9 Cognition Radio 
 

We initially portray the two principle highlights of CR: intellectual 
capacity and reconfigurability. At that point, we talk about the idea of CR’s 

cognitive cycle, just like certain details identified with CR-VANET. Small 

tool supported by CR will adjust their operating parameters according to their 
conditions. The CR segment is mainly radio, sensor, information database, 

learning engine, enhancement rule yet reasoning engine. CR is subjective, 

just like reconfigurable capabilities. Intelligence capabilities enable CR to 
detect and organize data (e.g., distinctive signs and their balance types, 

clamor, transmission control, and so forth.) from its condition and, for 

instance, auxiliary clients can distinguish the best accessible range. The CR’s 

re-configurability highlights make it to ideal to adjust operating parameters 
as part of detected data. [5][7] 

 

 
Figure 5: cognition cycle 

 
The CR frame work includes the PU and SU in the range; the basic 

customer is the license holder, and the auxiliary customer tries to pass the CR 

use range when the basic customer is not active. The cognitive cycle of 
includes different stages: observation and analyses, act and cause.  The 

purpose is to determine the accessible range, select the best operating 

parameters arrange the ranges with different clients, reconfigure operating 
parameters and clear recurrences when necessary client appear. The range 

opening implies a range segment that is not used by basic/authorized 

customers at a specific place and time. It is recognized by range detection 

and mark recognition system. If the detected range is found to be empty, the 
SU will quickly reach the range.   
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10 Simulation Results 
 

 
Figure 8: communications between various nodes 

 
Figure 8 the remote systems covered by PPP are shown in two frames. 

Each portable client (MU) is related to its closest base station (BS), therefore 

voronoi cell is formed in the cell organization. The circular area in each BS 

speaks to the internal area of the cell and that scanning range is c0. 
Roundabout region in all voronoi cells are connected to the cell edge zone. 

Potentially optional client (SU) in each unit can effectively enable unit-to-

edge downward connection exchange in exchange for a small number of 
disjoint range bands.  

    

 
Figure 9: Comparison between Existing and proposed output 
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Figure 9 Normal throughput of the essential framework as for the relative 

separation ζ. The framework settings are α = 3, c0 = 9 m, c1 = 1 m, λb = 

10−3, λm = 10−2, λs = 0.9. Transfer speed portion β = 0.2 is utilized by 
range allocation, although it is zero for the independent cell arrange without 

range sharing. The hypothetical outcomes are gotten. 

 
Figure 10: Comparison between Packet drops 

Figure 10 Limit of transmission auxiliary framework compose the 

essential throughput enhancement proportion ρ for various c0. Framework 

locales given as α = 3, c1 = 1 m, ζ = 0.501, T0 = 2 bits/s/Hz, T1 = 1 
bits/s/Hz, _ = 0.1, ξ = 0.2, d = 0.1, and λb = 10−3. 

 
Figure 11:  Comparison between Existing and proposed method PDR 

 
Figure 11 demonstrates the effect of SU thickness λs to the essential 

execution through various estimations of data transmission assignment β 

factor. Locale division span in every cell is set as c0 = 9 m, although the 
sweep of the participation district fixed to c1 = 1. Normal throughput in 

essential down connection falls apart with the lessening of the SU thickness 

λs.  
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Figure 12: Comparison between Average Energy values 

 
Figure 12 Normal throughputs in essential framework with respect to the 

transmission capacity designation β factor. Framework locales given as α = 

3, c1 = 1 m, ζ = 0.501, T0 = 2 bits/s/Hz, λb = 10−3, λm = 10−2, and λs = 0.9. 
 

11 Conclusions 
 

This critique emphasized the central physiognomies with reference to 

direction-finding in vehicular ad hoc networks. Evolved from, the various 

researches conducted previously on the aim of finding best routing protocols 
and topology of the network from ad hoc, infrastructure and hybrid schemes. 

The investigation of the works exposed intelligent traffic routing protocols as 

propensity highlighted in these days. Accordingly routing protocols become 

stimulus by objects performance in the nature by means of mobile agents. In 
a similar mark the separated performance of vehicles proposes that a system 

with similar kind of vehicle can perform well. This procedure is used to 

define the new routing without disturbing the security and integrity of nodes 
within the active network and adjacent. The end-to- end routing scheme of 

VANETs using LOSANT can operate in several ways. One of the ways of 

finding nodes concentration helps the network to well in advance judge the 

nodes of network in the nearer vicinity. On the other hand, the convergence 
between node to node within the edge is achieved by finding the 

concentration of pheromone. Simultaneously the kinesis prototypical driving 

environment does not affect the performance of the protocols. On contrast 
the strategy of VANET protocol is purely established on application. 

VANETs observed as extremely dynamic and make use of multi-path routing 

with the aid of perimeter and greedy scheme. If static protocol is used for the 
similar organization or infrastructure path finding is applicable for linear 

paths.  
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In this article evaluations are carried out to find the best in clause 

protocol for establishing end-to-end vehicular communication using ad hoc 
network and ACO. The rate of packet delivery, input and output quantity 

(throughput), end to end data delay, efficiency of node during 

communication is good in ACO Routing Protocol. Hence location based key 

management using ACO technique a best fit for secure vehicular 
communication in public infrastructure. 
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